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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Dinero. has contributed to the dictionary with 1075 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a bullica
It is the money that the godfather of a baptism throws at the door of the church, coins, which the children collect very
quickly. 

a casico hecho
Doing something deliberately

a contar los frailes
May you leave me alone.  I don't believe you. 

a los pìes de los caballos
Denigrate

abotargao
Fat 

acabar como el rosario de la aurora
A fist, in fight. 

acabar de un capotazo
Finish very quickly as when the bull gets silly and the bullfighter gives him a few capotazos and puts it to the itch

acaquí
Here Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be acaquí you have water to drink 

aceite de oliva sin filtrar
Olive oil without passing it through the centrifuge, with pinches. 

achicharrao
Tired of receiving very strong heat

achuchao
Short of money to live on

acochambarse
Agree with another

acojonao
Scared



acostarse como las gallinas
Going to sleep too early

acto de la una
Meeting of the seminarians in Priego de Córdoba with the priest Don Angel in which they prayed, commented on some
religious texts, gave a slogan. 

acusica
Tattletale

adiro
Aspirin

agarrotá
That doesn't move

aguachinao
Fed up with water

aguaeras
Pitchers to bring water to the house

aguaero
Place where there is water and where birds come to drink

aguar la cerveza
Ice the beer to cool it even more

agüaeras
Wooden contraption to place the water pitchers

ahollar
Put straw

aiga
Car

ajoporro
Poor quality garlic, wild

al cañonazo
Running



alambrique
Useful for making brandy

alberquilla
In the old oil mills, a construction vessel with a wall of tiles, where the oil was poured with the alperchín to separate them

alechigao
Useless , past , inedible

alfajor
Typical Christmas sweet

alforín
Place intended for storing olives from a farmer in the mill

algofifa
Mop

alinquidoi
Be aware of something

alperchín
Dark water left by ground olives when pressed. 

alsina
Bus

amasar dinero
Make a lot of money

amiguico
Friend

amochilao
Lying down, sleepy

amolaor
Grinder of knives and things that cut

amuermao
Drowsiness, difficulty in movements



anda morcón
Useless

andunga
Useless object

angarillón
Big and gangly person

angostura
Narrow site

angunia
Avarice

animal de bellota
Say of that individual who behaves like a pig, without manners or education

antolilla
Small drum for pouring oil and transporting

añaruso
Ugly

apalancao
Comfortable, no desire to move

apalancarse
Sitting on the sofa for a long time

aperaor
Worker in charge of a field

apialar
Entanglement of a beast tied to a pillory

aplanchetar
Crushing something, or , someone

aplatanao
Hot, unresponsive, difficulty doing homework, sleepy



apollardao
Atontao

apretujao
Being cramped in one place or place

apretujón de barriga
Unexpected pain in your belly that forces you to go to toilet

aquí me las den toas
That he's not going to do anything.  That he doesn't work anymore. 

aquí me las den todas
The job is over

arbolito
Contraption in the shape of a small tree used by finch hunters to hunt them

arcá
Cravings

argallarines
Animal thieves in Andalusian farmhouses

argallarín
Thief

argofifa
Mop

armao
Penitents who in the processions are dressed as soldiers

armazo
Fall

arnafe
Kind of small stove for cooking

aro
Of course



arqueta
Iron utensil intended in the courtyards of the houses to swallow rainwater

arreando
Hurry to finish something

arreando que es gerundio
Run

arrebatao
Acalorao, about to give something to a person

arregostao
accustomed

arrejundío
DEsmantelado , sunken

arrejuntado
Domestic partnership

arrendar
Making fun of another person

arresoli
Coffee drink, sugar, buts ruices, and brandy. 

arroba
In computer science it serves to separate the user's name from the corresponding domain

arroz caldero
Thick rice with fish broth typical of the Mar Menor

artesa
Contraption used by masons to make dough

asendría
Watermelon

asiático
Coffee in Cartagena



atanaor
Mud pipe for the drain of the house

atarquinao
Waterlogging

atascarse
Act of inserting the shirt inside the pants

atusao
short

auroro
People who go out on Saturdays of each year at midnight in Priego de Córdoba to sing songs in praise of the Virgin of
the Dawn, playing stringed instruments. 

avinagrao
Bad-tempered

avivar el fuego
Blow on the wood so that it starts to burn

bacín
Idiot, fool, 

bail
Dustpan for dirt, ash. 

bailaora de tronío
Dancer who knows how to do her job and lifts the audience to see her.  Very special woman in dance, renowned.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be renown, special

bailongo
Person who loves dancing

bajeras
Paint that is given on the bottom of the wall in houses with lime to remove chips and stains

bajicar
Jewish

bajos



In pants, the part that sticks to the floor

bala de tomiza
Large Bundle of Rope

bancada
Iron construction where the deposits with the oil were placed in the olive mills in Priego de Córdoba

banderilla
Injection

banqueta
Iron construction of a mill to hold oil drums

baraja
Closure of commercial establishments

barra
Elongated piece of bread

barrilete
Boca in Huelva

basuraleza
Place full of garbage in nature

batidora
In the oil mills, container where the mass of the olive was poured after grinding it in the emppiedro to beat it and tune it

batir el cobre
Stand out, excel

beato
Person who is very involved in the Church, in its ceremonies, mass, rosary, parties, processions

bellezón
Very beautiful and attractive woman

berdigón
Cockle



bergajazo
Hitting with an officer's baton

bergajo
Rubber utensil used to stick on the skin and cause damage

berracás
Crying very intensely

berraco
Child who cries a lot without comfort

besigos
Bottles

bicicleta
Toasted bread rolls with salad ration

bilordo
Clueless person

birlongo
Absent-minded

birorto
Lela person . 

bisonte
Tobacco brand of the 60s in Spain

bocadillo de monllor
York ham sandwich

bocadillo de retumbe
Ham sandwich

bocadillo que retumba
Ham sandwichnnnnnnnnnnnn

bocaná
stomach contents that come out of the mouth unintentionally



bocaná
Untimely comment

bollicao
Flour and cocoa candy with sugar

bollo de chocolate
Presentation of cylindrical chocolate

bolsagas
Fat, bulky, with big belly

bombito
Stretcher table

bombín
Part of the lock that rotates when you put the key

bonico
Good looking

boquijo
Mouth

borneo
Take a walk

borombillos
Lifting someone on their shoulders

bota
Pomegranate prepared to drink its juice without breaking it.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
squeezed without breaking it, suerbe , 

botaratá
Action done by a person who has no reason to be

botarate
Throwing the kite

bóveda
Room of a cemetery where coffins are placed with the dead in the niches



bregar
Overworking, straining

buchá
Amount of fluid you can have in your mouth

buchido
Personana loaded on her back of another

bullica
Throwing coins in the air at a christening for children to pick up

bureo
Walking from one place to another

burraco
Something that does not work , spoiled , 

burro
Four-legged furniture with curved support to place clothes when you arrive at the house

burujón
Bump

buscar la navajilla
Sneaking into the countryside

butre
Ball game

cacería del zorro
Game that consists of knowing where a hidden radio amateur is

cacharro
Soda drink with a few fingers of alcohol

cachumbear
Andar bundled with the pots and pans

caen chuzos de punta
Heavy rain



caer chuzos de punta
It rains a lot with great force

caer del guindo
Back to the reality of life

café de puchero
Coffee boiled in a pot

cagarranche
Tell of the person who in Priego works in a mill. 

cagones
Toddlers in kindergarten

caíllo
Skewered abrojo seed with spikes

caja boba
It's television for the nonsense they say

cajonera
Hoopoe

calamochazo
Falling on the ground with force

calamonazo
Hitting your head

calentitos
Churros

calentor
Where the heat comes from

califa
Famous bullfighter

calzo
Piece of wood that is placed behind the wheel of the car on a slope so that it does not slide



calzón
Pants

camachita
In Montilla (Córdoba), vienna bread to make sandwiches

camarachón
Large gap between roof and roof in churches

cambiar el agua al canario
Go to piss

caméndula
Scoundrel

canalillo
Cleft between the breasts

cangrén
Gangrene

cantar
Making the accused talk about something

cantar las cuarenta
Telling a person the truth to their face

cantinflón
Too fat person

canto de pan con aceite
Piece of bread to which oil is put to eat it

canuto
Watchtower in Andalusia from Muslim times

cañizo
Reeds that are placed under the ceiling and fastened with plaster to make it smooth

capacho
Mat



capaor
Person who cuts his private parts to the pigs

caparra
Tick

capaza
Round gate used in the field

capirote
Conical element worn on the head by the brothers in the Holy Week procession that only shows the eyes

capuchinos de punta
A good downpour falls

capuzarse
Mter his head underwater

cara catre
Person with weird, deformed, ugly face

caracatre
Woman of bad face, of having few friends, sullen

carajazo
Hitting yourself when you fall

carajillo
Coffee with alcohol

carambalo
Piece of ice in a fountain, etc.

cardenal
Bruising that occurs by blowing or pinching

carne de membrillo
Boiled quince with sugar, cinnamon stick, and presented solid

cascar
Speak



cascarabito de bellota
Finger that is placed from a piece of acorn and that serves to remove the olives punctured on the ground

casitas pornátiles
Portable houses in a neighborhood of Córdoba

cataplines
Testes

cate
Failure in a subject in an exam

cámara
Inflatable rubber of the bicycle wheel that goes inside the cover

cebao
Fat , very fat

celtas
Very strong kind of tobacco

cenagüillas
Man who is involved in women's things

cepillo
Wooden box with an opening for throwing coins in the church

ceriana
That ceriana helps me get through the heat in the summer

chachilón
Good people

chaira
Penknife

charlot
Clown

charlotá
Bullfighting in mocking plan with dwarf bullfighters and with physical problems. 



chato
Name of a type of Murcian pig close to the Iberian pig

chato murciano
Typical pig of Murcia

chetar
Cheating, cheating

chiate
Leaking some runny poop

chichiribaile
Foolish

chifarrá
Major wound

chijate
Jet of fluid from the ass expelled under pressure

chilanca
Hole of some depth in the Salado de Priego River

chimpón
It's over what was being done. 

chino
Small Stone

chiquichanca
Work

chisque
Lighter

chisquero
Part of the bullring where the cattle are enclosed

chocha
Foolish



chochifalta
Person of low intelligence

chola
Head

chominá
Nonsense

chonío
Spoiled, past

chopinín
Musician of short stature

chorva
Special Girl

chotao
Bad head

chucho
Word that is said to the dog to throw it out

chuchurrir
Achuchurrir

chuleta
Slap in the face

chumascao
Food

chuparse los dedos
OF rich that is a cake

chupatintas
Person who takes advantage of another

chupón
Fat and cylindrical caramel



chupóstero
Who does not work and tries to make a profit. 

churrascao
Very burned, refers to meat in particular. 

churricate
Place to drop

ciego
drug addict

cielo encapotado
With many clouds

cini
Cinema , go to the cinema

cinquina
Ball Lottery

cinta celo
Plastic tape used to glue something

cipollo
Groggy

cipotá de comer
A tired of eating

citrato
Licorice

clarilla
Cloud-free zone

cobija
Get inside the blankets so as not to get cold

cochiná
Thing in bad taste, badly done



colcha
Plug to cover the water pitchers

colchón de farfolla
Mattress for the bed stuffed with leaves of corn cob

coletas
Man who ties his hair in tail

colgajo
Something hanging and ugly looking

colicosío
A person who can't give body because it's too hard for them

collarín
Cylindrical joint that places in the piston that raises the wagon of the capachos with olive mass in the press to obtain the
oil

colleja
Pescozón

colorao
Red

columbrillos
Climb on shoulders to a person, child. 

comanda
Written note from a meal order at a bar or restaurant

come mierdas
Person of poor condition

comejación
Conversation , talk

comemierdas
Person who accepts the inadmissible

comeollas
Bad style hungry person



comer pan y pillao
Eat what is caught out there, in the fridge, in the pantry. 

compás
Square of a certain dimension

condinga
Displeasure

copa
Brazier

coritates
Naked

corniveleto
A man to whom the woman puts her horns; She leaves with another and he doesn't find out. 

coronilla
Part of the priests' heads that was shaved in a circle

corre más que el tío de la lista
Run.  It is said of the lottery that carries the numbers of the lottery prizes and goes from one place to another

corre que te cunda
Hurry

cortar un traje
Badmouthing someone

corte de helado
Serving an ice cream bar

corto de luces
Low intelligence

cosario
Person running errands for another person in another city

coscoletas
Carrying someone on your shoulders



coser y no dar puntada
Not being attentive to what we are doing

covacha
Room, or piece of the house, very bad looking to put junk

crac
Important people who do things that no one dares

cría cuervos y te sacarán los ojos
Cowards take advantage of your misfortune. 

cruz de guía
Cross that in the procession of Holy Week leads it

cuarterón
Piece of bread in Priego de Córdoba

cuarto oscuro
Place where the photographer rebels the clichés and takes the photos with the enlarger

cubeta
Plastic device where the cliché of the photo is put to develop it

cubrir el hato
Hit someone

cucha
Listen to me

cuchi
Listen to me

cuerres
Pens

cuesu
Cheese

cuezco
Fart



culebrilla
Lightning in the billowing sky

culillo de mal asiento
Nervous, restless, moved.  

culo cosío
It is said of a parrot that was chivaba to the lady of the house of the amorous adventures of his marío, and the lord,
sewed his ass. 

currar
Work

daleao
Crooked , bent

dame una adiro
Aspirin

dar bajeras
Paint the underside of the walls attacked by humidity or use, with lime

dar carrete
Getting a person to talk

dar dos leches
Slap the one who messes with another two slaps

dar gloria bendita
Give the best to someone who deserves it

dar la tabarra
Do not leave someone alone, disturb

dar la vez
Make it your turn to be attended to somewhere where there are people

dar la voleta
Telling someone to go elsewhere. 

dar las bocanás
Feeling nauseous



dar pal pelo
Giving a palíza (non-physical) to someone in the sport

dar un garbeo
Take a walk without preset places

dar un pico
Kissing on the mouth

darse el piro
Going somewhere else

darse el sarmiento
Get drunk

dácalo
Person in poor health

de alilla mosca
Fine or high-tufted people

de lengua viperina
Person who has stinging language that hurts language

dejarse
Not taking care of a person's appearance

despedirse a la francesa
Saying goodbye without saying goodbye

desperdicio de un higo
That it's worthless. 

dios aprieta, pero no ahoga
No matter how ugly things get, there is always a solution.

dolorosa
The invoice

donde cristo dio las diez voces
Very distant site



dos metros horizontales
Used by radio amateurs when they stop broadcasting because they go to bed to sleep

duende
Spring

duerme más que la masa de las monas
Vague

echa la luz
Turn on the light from the key

echa la tranca de la puerta
Lock the door with a large stick to prevent them from opening the street door

echar a suertes
Opt for a procedure to see who wins

echar alhucema
Perfume

echar la cometa
Doing stupid things unbecoming of a normal person

echar las asaduras
Passing blood from the liver through the mouth

echar las papas por la boca
Vomit

echar punto
Give holidays at school

echar una cabezaílla
Sleeping after napping

echar una copichuela
Drinking a glass of wine in a tavern

echar una firma en el brasero
Move the picon from the brazier with the paddle on the stove table to stir the heat and heat more



echar una sopa
Dipping the bread in the broth of a stew

egollante
Unpleasant person to the treatment

ehcurcar
Glean

ehhhh
Goodbye

ehnoclao
Giving yourself a hard blow to the head

ehzollón
Small scratch, chafing of the skin

ejsraciao
Border and unfriendly Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be with bad luck, bad

el arca del cuerpo
Chest where the heart and lungs are housed

el careto
You have the mask of bad milk

el pájaro está ya en la jaula
That we already have with us what we wanted

el taco
It refers to the money in the wallet. 

el tío del saco
Man who took the children of the village and with whom they were frightened to be good

emboscao
Person who hides to attack someone

embuchao
Fat



emosido engañado
We have been deceived

empalme
Enlarge a cable by attaching another cable with adhesive tape

empanado
Being asleep, clueless, not knowing what's going on

emperchao
A person who approaches another and does not let her breathe. 

empercohío
Dirty or dirty

emperrar
Catch a big upset by crying a lot

empiedro
In the mills stone base on which the curlers rotate when crushing the olive

encarrujar
Track

encartar
To come well or not

encriscollar
Elevate the neck

endormiscarse
Disoriented, confused

enfurruñao
Angry

enmallaico
Hungry child

enmerdar
Fill everything with shit



enmondongar
Clean

ensuciar
Shit

entregar el garabato
Claudica , abandon

entregar la cuchara
Die

eres más feo que picio
Ugly

eres un oso
Person of gross physique and a lot of hair

es un degüello
Person who pulls back, stupid, believed

es una castaña
That it is worthless, or that a coup has been given

escarihuela
Low , like the ground

esclafarse
Sit

escupiera
Utensil for spitting and urinating

escupinajo
Saliva that is pulled from the throat to the street

escurriete
Slide of the parks

esfaratao
Broken, damaged



esfarriao
Break a bag of lentils, and leave each one for a place

esgobernar un pie
Sprained ankle

esmallao
Hungry, starving

esmirriao
Diminished in its category

espabilao
Too smart

espanchurrao
crushed. 

espanchurrá
Pressed , trampled , dismantled

esparragao
Asparagus stew

espercojao
Very clean and neat person

espercojar
Grooming

espichacar
Die

espirituao
Thin

espoliche
worthless, old, useless thing

esportillado
Broken into many pieces



estaciao
Absorbed, as gone, absent

estajo
How to hire the work in the collection of the olive at a fixed price

estante
Under the platforms at Easter, the person who takes the step. 

estar cebao
Fat

estar de buen año
Being fat, left over from meat

estar del diez
When a thing is very well done

estar echando la cometa
Not being in what is being done

estar en el guindo
Absent

estar en plantilla
Who works in the company

estar grogui
Dazed as a result of drinking, smoking drug

estar hecho un pincel
Being thin, slender

estar más tieso que la mojama
Die

estar podrío
Smell very bad when throwing a peo

estartalao
Poorly crafted



está escocío
Telling a story with a happy ending ( MALAGA ) 

está la cosa que arde
That the situation is very bad.  that from one moment to the next will get out of hand

está petao
Is crowded or crowded

estábamos pocos y parió la abuela
Coming things to make the situation worse

estirao
Person who doesn't mind spending money

esto son lentejas, si quieres las comes, o si no, las dejas
That that's what it is

esto son lentejas, si quieres las comes, y si no, las dejas
It is what there is, and there is nothing else

estragao
Exhausted person, not wanting to do anything

esturrear
Kicking people out of a place

faldón
Small blanket in which the toddler is wrapped

falluta
Seedless pipe

faltrisquera
Bag made in clothes to store money and not steal it

fanguta
Thief

fantochá
Idiocy that does not come to the story at that moment



farfollas
Fool, idiot

farfoyas
Foolish

fiambre
Dead, dead person

fideo
Thin

figura
Person who stands out in his work

firma
Move the brazier with the trowel to warm

fisturí
Scalpel

fite
Look

fitrio
A procedure doctors use to make a mother with fertility problems carry a child. 

flamenquín
Andalusian bar tapa made with pork loin rolled with ham

flih
Insecticide

fogará
Unforeseen heat stroke to the body

fogarina
Heat

foh
Negativity, disgust



follascá
Nonsense

follón
Very big and thunderous fart.  This is said in Priego de Córdoba. 

follón de borrego
Loose , no noise

fotocopia
Person who is identical to another

fresquita
Rested, she does not work. 

fresquito
Who works little, who does not get tired

fue a por peras y salió trasquilado
He gave them up and he made a mistake.

fulilar
Doing the sexual act Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be lovemaking, uniting to procreate.

fumalla
Magpie (bird) 

fumar
Rest

gachuleta
glue made with flour and water

gachupino
Alive, shrewd

gadita
Cadiz

galipuche
Weird, strange, non-consistency food. 



gallillo
Food that goes down the trachea inadvertently causing choking

gallinero
Highest part of the theatre

gallinos
Groups of hens

gamuzino
Unreal bird

gandinga
Food of little consistency

gangarrera
Doing unnecessary things, repeatedly

garbanzos machacados
Chickpeas from the pot that are crushed with the fork and seasoned with oil and vinegar

garfá
pour water with your hands on your face

gargajillo
Rubber shoe

garrapata
Shrunken person, who spends very little

garrote
Pieces of olive branch that are buried in a hole for olive trees to come out

gasógeno
Car that ran on gas in the 30s

gatera
Small window leading to the roof

gayumbo
Underpants



gazpacho de jeringuilla
A gazpacho that is made in Priego with water, vinegar, oil, bread and cucumber. It is poured into a platter and all diners
eat from it in the platter. 

gemelos
useful that serves to close the cuffs of the shirt

gemeya
Undone, bazofia , people of bad living

gente del moco
Toddlers

gigante cabezudo
Large doll that dances in the festivals of the villages to the beat of the music

gomitar
Vomit

gordal
Coarse olive

gordo
Prize of the National Lottery of Spain endowed with enough money

goyur
Yogurt

greñúo
With a lot of hair, rowdy, very disparate. 

guachisnai
normal person

guarnío
Trapping

guiñapo
Fabric in poor condition, garlic, ugly, wrinkled

guisado de chorizo con alcachofas
Stewed chorizo with artichokes and egg



guita
Rope

gulusmear
Getting into the lives of others, in what they don't care about

gurrina
Urethra

güero
Empty , no content

haba
Foot

habas con cáscara
Broad beans that are fried with the peels cut into pieces

habicholón
Basto, large, rough, referring to man

habichuelas hamonás
Type of bean, seeds, very fine and rich on the palate with pint on its skin, ideal for making a stew with chorizo. 

habla recio
Speak very loudly

hace el indio
Makes a fool, dancing, singing, screaming

hacer el panoli
Playing dumb, like you don't know something

hacer la maleta
Emigrate

hacer las cuentas del gran capitán
Exaggerated accounts and without signs of reality

hacer leña del árbol caído
When you die, if you've misbehaved, everyone shudders at you. 



hacer manitas
Holding the bride's hands

hacer sábado
Jews prayed at home in Spain but in view of the people they were cleaning

hacer un barato
Lower the price

hacer un mandaíllo
Not giving many explanations of what is going to be done

harapos
Low branches of olive trees bumping into the ground

hartá
Lots of one thing

hecho trizas
Shattered

higos de pala
Prickly pears

hijoputa
Bad-tempered person who hurts others

hilá
Spun

hojiblanca
Typical olive of Priego and other places that is characterized by the light color of the leaf and that gives a good oil but
not bitter


